We propose a method to decompose the young adult mortality hump by cause of death. This method is based on a flexible shape-decomposition of mortality rates that separates cause-of-death contributions to the hump from senescent mortality. We apply the method to US males and females from 1959 to 2010. Results show divergences between time trends of hump and observed deaths, both for all-cause and cause-specific mortality. The study of the hump shape reveals age, period and cohort effects, suggesting that it is formed by a complex combination of different forces of biological and socioeconomic nature. Male and female humps share some traits in all-cause shape and trend, but also differ by their overall magnitude and cause-specific contributions. Notably, among males the contributions of traffic and other accidents were progressively replaced by those of suicides, homicides and poisonings, whereas among females traffic accidents remained the major contributor to the hump. Correspondence adrien.remund@unige.ch, +41.22.379.89.23 
contributions of these causes to the deviation in the force of mortality (the hump) are in fact quite far that are candidates to contribute to the hump, but other techniques can be used to identify the best 114 candidates (See Section 3.2). In general, such data-driven techniques allow an exhaustive exploration 115 of datasets containing large numbers of causes of death. In practice though, manual rearranging of the 116 cause-of-death typology is often advisable. Including too many causes often results in some contribu-117 tions being too small to be estimated, and this causes convergence issues in fitting the decomposition 118 model. Selecting too few causes limits the depth of the analysis. 
Estimate all-cause components

120
The second step of the method consists in estimating additive shape components on the all-cause force 121 of mortality. This can be done by fitting multiple-component models, sometimes known as competing 122 hazard models (Gage, 1993) , which decompose the force of mortality into additive components that 123 reflect specific patterns in different age ranges. Historically, these models have often been defined by 124 parametric functions, like those proposed by Thiele (1871), Heligman and Pollard (1980) , Mode and 125 Busby (1982) or Kostaki (1992) , to cite only some that include a young adult mortality hump. Para-126 metric models are however limited because they fail to adapt to the diversity of mortality schedules, 127 and they have been criticized for the high correlation between their parameters (Sharrow, 2011) . The 128 lack of flexibility is particularly crucial when dealing with cause-specific and cause-deleted mortality 129 patterns, which cannot be easily described by fixed mathematical laws. These limitations motivated 130 the development of a non-parametric alternative based on P -splines, called the Sum of Smooth Expo-131 nentials (SSE) model (Camarda, Eilers, & Gampe, 2016) .
132
The SSE model, in its original mortality application, describes the force of mortality over age as 133 the sum of three components similar in their interpretations to the ones defined by Heligman and 134 Pollard (1980) . In our case, we limit the ages to 10 to 90 and only fit two of these components, for 135 the hump and senescence. This means that the force of mortality, µ, is modeled as the sum of two 
where e is the population under exposure, and C is given by
where 1 1,2 is a 1 × 2 matrix of ones, diag(e) is the diagonal matrix of the exposure population and
141
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
142
In this way, the composite matrix C is an m × 2m matrix containing the population exposures in ( Thompson & Baker, 1981) and is estimated with a penalized re-weighted least squares algorithm (Eilers, 2007) .
147
Unlike parametric models, in the SSE model there is no need to make strong assumptions about 148 the functional form of each component. For each component we assume a discrete sequence and we 149 apply the exponential function to ensure non-negative elements:
In other words, each component is described by a linear combination of a model matrix X j and 151 associated coefficients β j . The design matrices X j can represent parametric or, in our case, non-
152
parametric structures such as equally-spaced B-splines. In this way, the composite force of mortality 153 µ can be viewed as a sum of 2 exponential components, which potentially can be smooth. Further,
154
the SSE model allows us to incorporate shape constraints to enforce senescence and young-adult 155 components to be monotonically increasing and log-concave, respectively. These constraints ensure 156 the identifiability of the model by ensuring that the two components are not interchangeable.
157
By fitting an SSE model to the overall force of mortality ( Figure 3 , black lines), we distinguish 158 the expected deaths due to hump mortality (d H = eγ H ) from those due to senescence (d S = eγ S ).
159
This additive construction acknowledges the fact that deaths that occur during early adulthood are 160 not only specific to this phase of the life course, but also partly to the prevailing pattern of senescence.
161
Cause-of-death decomposition
162
Building on the SSE model, we propose a constrained approach to decompose the estimated hump 163 into cause-and age-specific contributions (δ 
The first two expressions define the two components (γ −κ ) of the SSE model on the cause-deleted 172 death counts (d −κ ). The constraints in the last two equations ensure that cause-specific contributions 173 sum up to the all-cause hump and senescence mortality components, respectively. Note that actual 174 deaths by cause B, which does not present young adult excess mortality, are subtracted from the overall 175 estimated senescent deaths to ensure that senescence components from causes A and C are coherently 176 estimated.
177
Instead of achieving this optimization subject to equality constraints by Lagrange multipliers, we 178 employ a simpler but accurate strategy. We incorporate our constraints in the system of equations 179 and simultaneously estimate and constrain our outcomes.
180
To do so, we re-write the constraints in (4) as functions of the unknowns in the associated system of equations, i.e.
In this way we can unify both system of equations and constraints in (4) in a single framework.
181
Letd andγ denote the following vectors:
The proposed approach becomes a single model with a composed mean as in (1):
where the composite matrix takes the following form:
where I 2 is an identity matrix of dimension 2, i.e. the number of components, and 1 1,2 is a matrix 185 of ones of dimension (1 × 2), i.e. the number of hump-related causes.
186
In this way, by augmenting both C toC and γ toγ, we can still write the model as a Composite Link 
209
These densities can be used to quantify the hump and its cause-specific contributions. categories. We first graduate the cause-specific death rates from abridged age groups to single ages 230 using a cubic spline and then constrain to sum to single-age all-cause mortality rates from the Human
231
Mortality Database. We make no adjustments to smooth potential coding ruptures, but none of the 232 three ICD revisions (in 1968, 1979, and 1999) generates a visible rupture in the patterns we report 233 (see Figure 6 ). be reduced to a few dimensions using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
244
As indicated in Figure 4 , the first two axes summarize over 95% of the information for both sexes.
245
This means that the causes that stand out are generally the same over the whole period. 
Magnitude of the hump and comparison with standard decomposition methods
257
Most studies on young adult mortality use absolute age-specific death rates as the basis for measure-258 ment and comparison. To demonstrate the difference between our method and approaches based on 259 absolute death rates, we first apply our decomposition method to separate the hump from the all-cause 260 mortality rate schedule. The hump is itself a rate schedule, which can therefore be translated to years 261 of life expectancy lost (LEL) (Arriaga, 1984) . For comparison, we translate three total rate schedules 262 to years of LEL: 1) the hump only, 2) all-cause absolute death rates between ages 10 and 34, and 3) 263 just the undecomposed sum of the seven causes included in the hump between ages 10 and 34. The 264 results of this exercise are shown in the top panel of Figure 5 .
265
The LEL due to the seven selected causes is by definition smaller than that generated by all- exception to this, since this cause also displays a shift in age at onset. The ICD code for HIV-AIDS was introduced in 1987, although this cause of death existed earlier. However, its spread was fast enough that it can be considered a period shock.
3 When running the same decomposition in the cohort perspective, we see no such cohort pattern on the hump for poisoning among males born in the 1950s (only an excess around age 20), which suggests that this excess mortality is broadly specific to this cohort and not merely an attribute of its young adulthood. Figure 6e supports this speculation. In the period perspective, this produces an apparent cohort effect in the hump, which eventually dissolves into senescence.
relatively stable between 10 and 15 years of age, and applies to all causes of death except poisoning for 367 males. This stability suggests that this dimension of the hump could be expressing a form of turmoil 368 inherent to the nature of adolescence, as often conceived in the psychological literature (Freud, 1968; 369 Hall, 1904 
373
The strong and regular patterns we observe in young adult excess mortality risk are consistent with 374 these theories. That the peak in excess mortality occurs five or more years after these neurological 375 changes may indicate a mortality lag between the acquisition of behaviors and mortality, due to either 376 a phase of latency or the cushioning effect of age-related policies such as legal ages at driving or alcohol 377 consumption. However, if an underlying biological process were a sufficient explanation for the hump, 378 then we would only observe age patterns. Such regularity is apparent only in onset and peak for most
379
(but not all) hump causes. We see irregularity in the location of the tail end of the hump, as well as 380 strong period and cohort patterns for some causes, which point to other non-biological mechanisms.
381
The shape of the hump is indeed marked by shocks, both positive and negative, that are specific 382 to certain years or periods of time. A good example of this pattern is the drop in maternal mortality 383 seen in the early 1960s in Figure 7o , reflecting a longer decreasing trend over all maternal ages due to 384 the diffusion of antibiotics and improvements in obstetric surgery (Loudon, 2000) .
385
Homicide contributions to the hump also display period patterns (Figures 7d and 7k) . A first rapid 
395
The strongest example of such period effects is undoubtedly the rapid spread of HIV-AIDS, for 396 which ICD codes only began to capture in 1987 (Figures 7g and 7n ). This cause of death not only 397 increased the intensity of the hump, but also contributed to its spread into higher ages-well into ages contributed to a widening of the hump by progressively increasing the tail age of the hump.
410
For suicides and homicides, an age effect is superposed on the cohort effect, generating a triangle 411 pattern on the lexis surfaces (Figures 7c and 7d ), but not for poisonings (Figure 7e ). When the cohorts 412 born between roughly 1945 and 1970 leave the age-range of the hump, their higher mortality for these 413 specific causes is retained but blends into the general level of senescence. This pattern is accompanied 414 by a genuine period decrease in these causes around 1997 (visible in Figures 6c and 6d ), but could also 415 4 These changes concern the dopaminergetic activity due to the unsynchronized development of myelination and gray matter in prefrontal areas of the brain that control social cognition and anticipation, and of the limbic system, that controls emotions and feelings of reward (Giedd, 2004; Lenroot & Giedd, 2006; Steinberg, 2010) . explain some of the period patterns. For males, this cohort effect is obvious for suicide and poisonings, 416 and more subtle for homicides, from the 1960s to the 1990s. This predates the equivalent widening 417 observed on the all-cause hump by about a decade. The male hump appeared to spread later than the 418 female hump because it was initially broader, due to a wider contribution of traffic accidents, which 419 temporarily concealed cohort patterns in homicide, suicide, and poisonings that had begun in the 1960s 420 (Figures 7c, 7d and 7e) .
421
These cohort observations confirm previous findings that mortality increased for the cohorts born 
430
The resemblance in the patterns of homicide, suicide, and poisoning is thus partly explained by 431 the fact that they share common underlying social dynamics. There is also a risk of misclassification 432 between all three causes, but particularly between suicide and poisoning. Qualitative studies suggest 433 that suicides may be classified as poisonings to a significant yet unmeasurable extent (Miech, Bohnert, 
Conclusion
438
We conceive of the young adult mortality hump as excess mortality beyond the prevailing senescent 439 level of mortality. Research on young adult mortality should consider this difference when focusing 440 on this specific phase of the life course. We propose a method to flexibly measure the hump and 441 decompose it into its cause-of-death contributions. This method characterizes the hump not merely in 442 terms of peak location (Goldstein, 2011) or a restrictive set of parameters (Heligman & Pollard, 1980, 443 e.g.), but it estimates a full schedule of hump mortality rates by cause of death.
444
We apply this method to mortality rates by cause of death in the United States from 1959 to 445 2010 and offer a first look at trends in the hump in isolation from background mortality. When 446 isolated, trends in the U.S. hump differ qualitatively from trends in observed mortality rates in the 447 same age-range. Specifically, we document countervailing trends in the hump magnitude based on 448 decomposed versus observed rates. When broken down by cause of death, we also observe differences 449 in the magnitude, ranking, and trends in particular cause-of-death contributions to life expectancy lost 450 to the hump. The age of the peak of the hump has been relatively stable in the United States, but its 451 spread has undergone large and regular changes articulated along age, period, and cohort lines. The application of our method to U.S. data reveals mortality patterns that otherwise remain 462 partially hidden from view and analysis. It it our hope that better measurement will lead to increased The total force of mortality over the life course is usually composed of three phases: a decreasing trend during the first decade of life, a hump in the second and third decade, and an increasing trend thereafter, marked by a progressive deceleration in very old age. This aggregated evolution does not necessarily reflect the experience of risk in individuals. Area A1 represents senescent mortality between age 10 and 30, while area A2 represents hump mortality after age 30. HIV − AIDS (7) Maternal (8) Figure 5 : Application of our method to US mortality between 1959 to 2010. We compare a classical decomposition applied to ages 10 to 34, and our proposed method focusing on the hump only. Units are expressed in terms of the difference in years of life expectancy between the observed force of mortality and after deleting either all deaths, only those coming from the previously-identified seven causes linked with the hump, and only the contribution of these causes to the hump respectively. 
